
ENTRANCE fee

 +

TO CAMP tarifs Low High

  

                   Pitch           7 9

Low High Trekking tent (solo) 1

Baby 0-2 free Tent 3 4

Young 3-12 3 4 Van or (sleeping-in)auto (without chemical wc) 3,5 4,5

Adult 4,5 6 Tent trailer- Family tent 4 5

Animal 2,5 Motorhome/Caravan ( w| chemical wc) 5 7

Visitor * 3,5 4,5 E
X
T
R
A

Electricity (3A) 3

Check in: 16.00 - 18.30

Check out: before 11.00

 

Extra auto Parking 2 3

Extra moto Parking 1 2

Extra trailer Parking 2 3

 RENTAL SOLUTIONS Low High

 (3)Minichalet standard                                65 75 Min
2 

These offers are valid for two adults
(included up to 3 under12-children)

Week- end (Friday to Sunday) 113 130 131 150

1 week 387 455 446 525

2 weeks 746 910 861 1050

(1)Minichalet XL                                       70 80 Min
2

These offers are valid for two adults
(included up to 3 under12-children)

Week- end (ven-dom) 122 140 139 160

1 week 417 490 476 560

2 weeks 804 980 918 1120

   (1)Treetop Cabin (2pax)                             40 40 50 50

Week- end (Friday to Sunday) 70 80 87 100

(1)Foxy Lady’69 – Tabbert (2pax)                         45 55

Week- end (Friday to Sunday) 78 90 96 110

1 week 268 315 327 385

E X T R A
*(up to 7 nights)

Linnen – double bed 7

Linnen – single bed 5

Towel set 4

Other info & booking : campeggio@gmail.com                                              strada Verna 37, Cumiana 10040 Torino

*Visitors must be declared as soon as possible and registered at their entrance with a valid i.d.
 Visiting hours are from 9.00 am to 9.00 pm (after this time the full rate will be charged) 
Parking not included; it is strictly forbidden to park the car in the parking lot of the Freidour Restaurant
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OPENING SEASON: 
from 10th APRIL to 5th OCTOBER

SCHEDULE ENTRANCE/EXIT:
Check in:    16,°°-18,30      

Check out:  before 11,00  

SERVICES (INCLUDED OR AVAILABLE): 
Hot showers   Hot water  Hairdryer and Baby changing-table in showers room  Access to the 
swimming pool (h*1,10m)- schedule and weather permitting Sharing Fridge and kitchen  wooden 
handmade Games  USB connection (for charging devices) Microwave hooven in the sharing 
Lounge area   free Wifi  fresh bread (on order; +0,50€/delivery)  

TIPS TO COME HERE:                                        
We’re up among mountains, for the last few kilometers 
imagine a little road uphill and all curves, at the edges 
only wood, some breathtaking viewpoint to admire the 
plain below… The way we suggest is named 
“Colletta”(SP 193), better arriving from Giaveno (will 
be easier to turn in the last section of the route -6km). 
To go down again we suggest the “Picchi-Ravera”(SP 
229). This suggestions are good to be on the mountain 
side of the road  

AVAILABLE DISCOUNTS:
5% from 3d night; 7% from 7d night; 11% from 14d night; 
group tarifs (min. 10 pax) and various membership cards
(ACSI, CCI, ANWB… ask for adhesion)

ACSI membership card discount:
low season: 

• 10% camp solutions 
high season:

• 5% camp solutions
ANWB membership card discount:

only low season: 
• 10% 7 nights on camp sol./renting
• 20% 14 nights on renting

Other info & booking : campeggio@gmail.com                                              strada Verna 37, Cumiana 10040 Torino

unauthorized 
late check-out 
can be charged 
up to 50% of 
the daily rate

Early check-in is allowed, but it is not 
guaranteed the availability of the 

booked resource 

meaning the resources (pitch / minichalet / 
treetop ..) and balance

HIGH SEASON: 
from 10th JULY to 30th AUGUST

ACSI CCARD 20€/night ACCEPTED:
from 10th APRIL to 30th JUNE
from 23th AUGUST to 4th OCTOBER

Cumiana

camping
colletta

picchi-ravera

Giaveno

 → TorinoPinerolo  ←
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RENTAL SOLUTIONS:
Minichalets

Our 4 minichalets (of the excellent brand F.lli Catona) approximately 7mx3m, are all composed of a 
double bedroom, little bedroom with bunk bed, central area with kitchen and dinette (it 
becomes an extra bed), mini bathroom with toilet, sink and shower. 3 of them are standard 
size, good for 5pax, 1 is lightly bigger, good for 6pax.
Front terrace (or balcony and outdoor area), with outdoor table.
The kitchen is equipped with crockery and cookware, moka, 4 gas burners and fridge; 
mattress covers in all beds, pillows, wool blankets and duvets; broom and dustpan, bucket 
and basin. Possibility to rent sheets (to order).

[The prices are for two adults (including up to 3 under12-children)
minimun 2 nights in High season]

Treetop cabin 
This small cabin built in suspension between 4 trees offers a stay of unique experience, 
immersed in the cool shade of the woods where you can hear the sounds of the wild animals 
that inhabit it ... to preserve this magic of the place the room is designed with a minimalist
spirit without electricity, bathroom nor kitchen inside but not far from the main services of 
the campsite; perfect for a couple or a parent-child vacation

Foxy Lady’69  
Tender vintage Tabbert caravan from 1969 well preserved and with attention to details, in a
private corner of the campsite overlooking the forest below.
One and a half bed (1.90mx1.40m), internal table, oldfashion radio, outdoor table, fridge and 
gas cooker; crockery and mocha; broom, plastic container for washing dishes; outdoor area 
with deckchairs; waterproof sail covering the caravan and the outdoor area

OUR PITCHES:
Our pitches are grassy, some are totally/partially exposed to the sun, others in the shade of 
some tree that also acts as a delineator for the pitches;
some are accessible only on foot, with a few steps up from the central square or in the terrace
just below overlooking the valley; almost all of them have the possibility of connection to 
electricity (3A);
average measurements on 45m

2; in the case of a very bulky tent or big tent-trailer, please 
provide us approximate size to verify the availability of an adequate pitch

OUR SWIMMING POOL:
External, above-ground oval swimming pool 10m x5m  water height 1.10m

Located on a sheltered hill overlooking the pitches and  mountains, reachable by services with a
couple of steps. The use of the swimming pool is free, for schedule and seasons ask at 
Management

BATHROOM AND SHOWERS:
The sanitary block is composed of two little buildings, one for the bathrooms, one for the 
showers, both divided in half: women side, men side. In between the two buildings, a covered 
area where dishes sinks, laundry sinks, and two hot water sinks are; hot showers do not 
require tokens, the water is heated with an optimized solar panel system and LPG boiler for 
integration.
You may find in both showers’room a baby changing-table and hairdryers; some boxes for 
sharing soaps (left over or on purpose from other guest or forgotten items)
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LOUNGE AREA & games:
To support the pleasant atmosphere of the aggregation, typical of our alpine camping, 
we have strategically placed over the whole area of the campsite some sharing and 
recreational points: in the lounge you find a sofa and armchairs, books also for children, 
tables and chairs to play or have a meal; a microwave oven, and a power strip with USB 
sockets to charge mobile phones; covered places near barbecue area; various wooden 
games designed by Matteo in his spare time.
An old billiard table in the services area, a little field of sand usable even by the little 
ones

NEAR BY:
We are almost 900m above sea level, in the mountain range that embraces the territory 
of Cumiana, a small town (just about 8000 inhabitants) at 35km, approximately from 
Turin. (consider 1hour driving from campsite)

The campsite is located about 8km from the center, in the middle of the woods (mainly 
of chestnuts and beech trees, excellent environment for mushrooms, in season); very close 
to the small hamlet that lends us the name with its small alpine church and a handful of
houses skilfully built in stone by the ancient inhabitants of this village, still strong and 
resistant, which was once a refuge for partisans “Cumiana, Medal Gold for Civil valor ”, 
was in fact the scene of anti-fascist and anti-Nazi struggles, remembered in the history 
books for the sad "Eccidio dei 51" (the 51’s slaughter)
Reacheable on foot is the parking area of the hamlet of Bastianoni,  from which the 
main paths start to reach the peaks of the Tre Denti (1365m) and Freidour (1445m); 
Going on the other side of the mountain you can reach the Rifugio Melano ("Casa 
Canada" for the 2016 Olympics) - Rocca Sbarua.
Main places of interest to visit: Zoom park, Cumiana, Giaveno, Pinerolo, Avigliana lakes, 
goja del Pis- Almese waterfalls, Sacra di S. Michele, Turin ...

ENVIRONMENT AND ATMOSPHERE:
We believe that hospitality is fundamental in this kind of service, that's why we 
want to reserve to all our guests the right amount of availability and attentions 
that can be received in a small campsite; for us it is important the quiet that 
normally reigns in the low season and the fascinating cooperation and solidarity that 
characterize the most crowded months. Ideal place to teach children to appreciate 
nature and coexistence in contact with other people of other cultures and habits; for 
us camping also means having fun and relaxing while respecting our surroundings
No, we don't have television plugs in the pitches, and no, we don't have baby-dancing 
or entertainment in the evening; but it happens that we impromptu in a neighbours 
dinner, or we laugh together looking for shelter from the summer storm, and of 
these other amenities we don't feel the need of it

Hope to see you soon @ Camping Verna ;)
Christina and Matteo
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